
Who says wrapping all of those holiday gifts has to be a late-night, alone-in-the-kitchen job?!  
Real Simple magazine's Kris Connell suggests turning the task into a party.  What a great excuse 
to have a few friends over ... You can chat, eat AND get some work accomplished together!  Plus, 
with everyone chipping in to bring wrapping paper, ribbon and more, you'll get a big variety of 
decorations and ideas without spending a lot of money. 
 
Party Planning 
* TODAY (friday): Send an e-vite to 3-5 friends. 
(http://www.evite.com/app/invitations/create/event.do?isNew=false&template=rs_wrappingparty1
_mar&productPos=1%3A6) 
* WEEKEND: buy supplies, including wrapping supplies and groceries 
* DAY OF PARTY: prepare dinner 
 
The Meal 
  Real Simple has put together a homemade meal that can be made in an HOUR.  Yes, it's true.  
As you'll see, each recipe requires very few ingredients, and very little attention in the kitchen.  
Everything they suggest serving is finger food, so you can eat while you wrap if you choose.  The 
menu includes: 
* Oven Fries w/ Garlic Aioli: Cut potoates into wedges; toss with oil, salt and pepper; bake for 45 
minutes.  For the dipping sauce you combine mayo, lemon juice, garlic and paprika.  Easy easy. 
* Frittata Squares: Saute onions and red peppers; whisk eggs and pour over veggies; top with 
goat cheese; bake for 20 minutes.  Cut these into small squres that can be eaten out of hand. 
* Mulled Wine: Simmer apple juice, orange peel, honey, ginger, allspice and cinnamon.  Add a 
bottle of wine. 
 
The Wrapping 
  OK, here's where we get down to business!  Clear a space on your dining room table, ping-pong 
table, wherever and set out the essential supplies: 
  6 rolls wrapping paper 
  6 pairs scissors 
  6 rolls tape 
  4+ spools ribbon 
  2 pkg stick-on bows 
  gift tags 
 
  Of course ask your guests to bring some paper and bows as well. 
  What would a gift-wrapping segment be without some gift-wrapping tips?!  Below are some 
ways to spruce up your regular wrapping routine. 
 
   For starters, Real Simple suggests that you think beyond the typical red and green holiday-
themed paper. Nontraditional colors, like yellow, bronze and blue, can feel unexpectedly festive 
when paired with the usual holiday colors. Solid color paper (of any variety) looks really 
sophisticated. Just dress it up with ribbon and other decorations. Plus, if you have any left over, 
you can use it for birthdays and other occasions throughout the year since it doesn't scream 
Christmas. 
 
  Dress up Plain Paper with Metallic Stickers -- adding metallic stars, snowflakes, even hearts to 
plain paper will make it feel special. This is so easy, even the kids can do it. 
  
  Create a Two-Toned Layered Effect -- add a simple colored paper overlay and a tonal ribbon 
that coordinates but does not match. 
(http://www.realsimple.com/realsimple/package/0,21861,1558003-1193389-4,00.html) 
 
 Dress Up Gift Bags - Gift bags are one of the easiest ways to present a gift -- no wrapping 
required. Make a plain gift bag more special by replacing the cord handles on the bag with your 



own festive grosgrain ribbon handles (think red with white polka dots). String the ends of the 
ribbon through the holes and tie knots to hold them in place.  
(http://www.realsimple.com/realsimple/package/0,21861,1558003-1180621,00.html) 
 
 Create a Curly Gift Bow -- Tired of the same old ribbons on your wrapped packages?  Kris will 
show you how to create the most massive, impressive bow you've ever seen!  Basic instructions 
below. 
-Wrap curling ribbon around the gift ten times. Slide it off, and tie it in the middle with a piece of 
ribbon. Repeat seven times.  
-Cut the loops at each end of every bundle.  
-Grip the middle of the bundle with your thumb and index finger. Use the thumb of your other 
hand to hold a ribbon strand in place over the sharp edge of an open pair of scissors. Starting 
from the bundle's center, run the scissor edge down the length of each strand, pulling toward you, 
to curl it.  
-Tape two bundles to the middle of the package; then attach the rest of the bundles, in pairs, to 
the top of the box to cover it with heaps of curls.  
 http://www.realsimple.com/realsimple/package/0,21861,1558003-1193419,00.html 
  
  Dress Up Those Stick-On Bows -- Transform a regular stick-on bow by cutting the end of each 
bow loop to make straight ribbons. Split all the ribbons lengthwise and curl each with scissors.  
  
  Real Simple also has some ideas for creative gift tags: 
* Make tags from scratch using colored paper, holiday-themed cookie cutters and an X-Acto 
knife. Outline the shapes of cookie cutters, then cut out the designs. 
  
* Transform scraps of colored paper into pretty labels with scalloped edges using Fiskars Paper 
Edgers. 
  
* Stamp tags with Yuletide wishes and images. 


